
2. Towel dry the hair and divide                          
it into sections.

1. Apply Star Shampoo to scalp 
and wet hair. Massage gently, 

then rinse. Repeat if necessary.

Beauty Star Treatment 

3. Apply Star Conditioner through 
the lengths and ends, comb with a            

wide-toothed comb and leave on for 
2-3 minutes.

Illuminating treatment

5. Towel dry the hair and apply 
Star Leave-in Cream through the lengths 

and ends. Comb with a wide-toothed comb. 
Then dry and/or style the hair.

4. Rinse well with warm water. 6. Once the hair is dry, apply a little  
Star Oil to the ends as a finishing 

product.

2. Towel dry the hair and divide                          
it into sections.

1. Apply Star Shampoo to scalp 
and wet hair. Massage gently, 

then rinse. Repeat if necessary.

Super Star Treatment

3. Apply the contents of a 
Star Intensive Shine Serum vial through  
the lengths and ends. Massage and leave 

for a few minutes. Comb with a wide-
toothed comb.

Intensive illuminating treatment

4. Rinse well with warm water. 6. For a  brightness boost, apply a little 
Star Oil to the ends of dry hair.

5. Towel dry the hair and apply Star Oil 
to the lengths and ends. Comb with a 
wide-toothed comb. Then dry and/or 

style the hair.

SHAMPOO 
A formula that will make your hair 
instantly shinier, lightweight and        
more combable.
Salon and home use. 
500ml bottle · 2lt Pouch

CONDITIONER 
Its texture provides softness without 
weighing the hair down, for tangle  
free hair that shines like never before. 
Salon and home use. 
500ml bottle

LEAVE-IN CREAM 
Its lightweight texture is suitable 
for detangling and brightening all 
hair types. Used before drying, it 
makes combing easier, controlling 
frizz and protecting from the heat 
of the hair dryer. 
Salon and home use. 
250ml tube

OIL 

Precious drops of shine that, in 
addition to controlling frizz and 
protecting from heat, illuminate the 
hair and body without leaving it oily.
Salon and home use. 
125ml bottle

HAIR & BODY 

A new Super hero not only at home, 
but also in your salon. Try it mixed 
with Yellow products, for amazing 
results!

COLOUR SERVICES 
Mix a vial with 30 ml of color cream + 
60 ml of peroxide and then apply to 
the lengths and ends.

CARE TREATMENTS 
Mix the contents of a vial with 20-30g 
of the appropriate Yellow mask, 
depending on the needs of the hair.

INTENSIVE SHINE SERUM  

A treatment with a rich texture that 
works on dull hair like a superstar 
immediately restoring shine. 
Salon and home use. 
6 x 13ml vials

MY SUPERSTAR 

A star is born 
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 The shine-power of nature

This ingredient is obtained 

through “upcycling”, i.e. from 

waste, thereby minimising 

the environmental impact of 

the process.

Sustainability

The photoluminescent properties of the extract of this 
Mediterranean flower protect the hair, transforming UV 
rays into a source of light that convey brightness and shine. 

Verbascum Flower

Rich in vitamins and anti-oxidants.  As well as having an 
illuminating effect, this oil helps protect the hair from 
oxidative stress caused by free radicals. 

Pomegranate Oil

Natural 
origin

100% 
natural and 
sustainable
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smart professional beauty. 
simple happiness.

Your shiny moments 


